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Arts Express™ offers play-based workshops at Child Care Centr
foundations of learning and development; Belonging, Engagement, Expression
Well-being. Our innovative travelling workshops come directly to you and are both cr
and convenient!

Child Care Workshops

Students use their imagination and cr

voices. A story is cr
starring “the puppets” and the children
build their own props and backdrops.

designed to encourage children’s cr
while developing self-esteem and
self-confidence.

Students will explore their creativity  
and expand their imagination through, 
theatre games, improv, and scene work!! 
Together with the energetic and talented 
Arts Express staff, participants will develop 
self-confidence and dramatic talents!

Participants will create, animate and bring 
to life their own unique characters. The 
children will learn the tools to tell a story 
through pictures. Different cartooning  
techniques will be explored using a variety 
of mediums.  

urban dance movement. Using today’s
music, students will explore innovative
dance steps and funk rhythms in an
energetic and fun environment.
Participants will learn to let their inner
beat loose using br
and street jazz moves.

Students are drawn into the magical world 
of Storydrama. Guided play and imagery 
are used to create mystical characters 
and fantastic faraway lands. The student’s 
creative side comes to life with colours, 
textures and physicality created in their 
own imaginations.

Students will explore their creativity 
through sketching and drawing using  
several different media including pastels 
and pencil. The Sketching/Drawing  
workshop allows students to develop  
their artistic techniques and skills in a  
positive and encouraging environment.

3 Hours .................................$425

4 Hours .................................$550

Please note:

Prices for classes may vary based on the length of the session, supplies requir
course content.

Prices do not include visual arts supplies.

All workshops are conveniently located on site at your facility.

Grades 
Grades 

DRAMA
 Storydrama Grades JK - 3

VISUAL ARTS
 Sketching  
 & Drawing

Grades 1 - 6

Grades 

DRAMA
 Drama/Improv Grades 1 - 6

VISUAL ARTS
 Cartooning Grades 1 - 6

My daughter loved her class and couldn’t 
have been happier with her teacher.  
Just thought I’d let you know that!
Parent

It’s very fun and it gives you the experience 
to do things you haven’t done before.
Tara, age 8




